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WITH THE EXTRA ATLAS, AND UNIFORM CONTEMPORARY PROVENANCE
143. COOK, Captain James.
A set of the three voyage accounts…
Together eight volumes, quarto, and two folio Atlases; uniformly bound in contemporary polished diced russia leather, decorated
in blind and gilt, atlases in half binding with marbled paper sides matching the endpapers of the text volumes; all volumes neatly
respined. London, 1773-1784.

An attractive complete set of Captain Cook’s three voyages in their large official accounts, with
uniform contemporary provenance. The series of official Cook narratives is the cornerstone of
any collection of books relating to the Pacific. Illustrated with marvellous engravings based on
the work of the official artists on the voyages, including Parkinson, Hodges, and Webber, the
series stands as the great monument to Cook’s achievements. This handsome set has the first
and third voyages in their “best” editions and the rarely-seen feature of a separate Atlas to the
second voyage. Of the total of 204 engraved plates and maps that illustrate the three voyage
accounts, 128 of them are contained in the separate Atlas volumes where they can be seen to
best advantage in the larger format.
The first voyage is in its second and best edition, complete with the “Directions for placing the
cuts” and the “Chart of the Straights of Magellan” (both of which are usually missing in the
first edition), and with the new Preface containing Hawkesworth’s virulent 8-page reply to
Dalrymple’s whining reviews of the first edition, and the whole volume revised by the voyage’s astronomer William Wales.
The second voyage, here in its third edition, has the very desirable separate atlas containing the
wonderful series of plates and maps (usually bound into the text volumes) printed on thicker
paper than usual, and unusually fresh and bright. Only the largest of the maps are folded, and
the views and botanical plates are all the more impressive for their being in uncreased state.
The third voyage is in its second and best edition, preferred for several reasons, including the
fact that the Royal Society medal awarded to Cook posthumously in 1784 appears on the titlepages; the printing was done by Hughs (rather than Strahan who printed the first edition) with
the wording of the title-pages slightly modified and the text itself entirely re-set. Isaac Smith
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presenting a set on behalf of Cook’s widow in 1821 noted that ‘I am desired by Mrs Cook… to
request your acceptance of the 4 books sent herewith being her Husbands last Voyage round
the World, as a mark of her respect… the letter press of the second edition being much superior to the first both in paper & letter press’ (quoted by Forbes, Hawaiian National Bibliography,
85). King George III’s copy of the official account, preserved in the British Library, is also an
example of this second edition.
Beddie, 650, 1226, 1552; Hill, 782, 358, 361; Holmes, 5, 24, 47.

Provenance: Uniform provenance in all volumes of Ebenezer John Collett (1755-1833, MP for
Grampound, Cornwall from 1814 to 1818), with armorial bookplates; Francis Markham, with
bookplates; private collection (Sydney).
$68,500 [4504379 at hordern.com]				
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COOK IN A MILLION WORDS
144. [COOK’S VOYAGES] ANDERSON, George William.
A New, Authentic, and Complete Collection of Voyages Round the World…
Folio, with altogether 157 engraved maps, plans and views, with about 25 of the plates having more than one image; modern
half calf. London, Printed for Alex. Hogg, at the Kings’ Arms, 1784-1786.

An unusually good, complete copy of this huge compendium of Cook’s three voyages (and
accounts of a few other voyages: Byron, Wallis, Carteret, Anson and Drake), published quickly
after publication of the official accounts of the Cook voyages. Either in its issue in separate
parts or as a single volume, this is a publication that must have been widely read to pieces
given the poor condition in which most copies survive today. This popular single-volume
edition of Cook’s Voyages is in a format that manages to squeeze over a million words into the
one volume. It was ‘printed in a very large edition over a number of years… The added list of
subscribers has numerous variations, and the title pages appear with several distinct forms…’
(Forbes). This copy corresponds to the third of the four states identified by Forbes, with a
lettering change on the title-page. Originally published in eighty sixpenny numbers, most of
them including two engravings, the book was gathered together either by subscribers to the
parts or later by the publishers to make a single volume. This is an example of the volume
issue, which therefore dispenses with any list of subscribers.
Beddie, 19; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 61 (state III); Hill, 18; Holmes first edition, 54.

Provenance: Private collection (Australia).
$6400 [4504297 at hordern.com]				
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COOK FOR CHILDREN
145. [COOK’S VOYAGES] [BERENGER, Jean-Pierre]
Le Cook de la Jeunesse…
Two volumes, duodecimo, three folding engraved plates after John Webber, charming early printed prize label to front endpapers; in original tree calf, ornate gilt spines with black morocco labels. Paris, no publisher, 1808.

A beautiful set of this charming and popular French account of various voyages for children.
As the title suggests, much of the material here is taken directly from the voyages of Captain
Cook. The three folding engraved plates, all after Webber, respectively depict a Maori war
canoe, a walrus hunt and a Tahitian human sacrifice.
There were a number of juvenile editions based on Jean-Pierre Bérenger’s popular collections
of voyage accounts which first appeared in 1780. Bérenger was a Swiss polymath; politically
active, he was exiled from Geneva and spent much of his adult life in Lausanne. He wrote several important books on geography and the voyages to the Pacific. This Paris edition is largely
devoted to the voyages of Cook and has chapters describing Tahiti, New Zealand, Unalaska,
and the Sandwich Islands, followed by an abridged life of the navigator. Forbes notes that the
second volume of this work includes a lengthy section, some fifty pages, devoted to Hawaii.
Attractively for such a juvenile edition, this set was awarded as a prize to one Mademoiselle
Nathalie Guillemet in 1825, for her proficiency in the English language, with the original
printed prize label on the front endpaper. A second award from 1828 to Mlle. Guillemet is
tipped in to the front of the second volume.
No copy of this version is recorded by Forbes in Hawaiian National Bibliography, though its
existence is noted in the entries for two Avignon editions (370 & 495).
Beddie, 70; Muir, 669; not in Ferguson.

$4750 [4302369 at hordern.com]				
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FIRST ACCOUNT OF THE ENDEAVOUR VOYAGE
146. [COOK: FIRST VOYAGE] [MAGRA, James]
A Journal of a Voyage round the World…
Quarto; a good copy in modern quarter calf and marbled boards by Sangorski and Sutcliffe. London, Becket and De Hondt, 1771.

First edition of the earliest published account of Cook’s first voyage to the Pacific: the rare first
issue, with the leaf of dedication to ‘The Right Honourable Lords of the Admiralty, and to Mr.
Banks and Dr. Solander’ inserted to add authenticity. Legal action mounted against the publisher
forced removal of the leaf during publication. ‘It is accordingly of the greatest rarity, and copies
of the book containing the dedication are far more valuable than those without it…’ (Davidson).
In this copy, the offending leaf is unusually large, retaining its printed instruction to the binder
‘Place this next the title’ (which also, interestingly, indicates that the leaf was printed quite separately from the rest of the work).
This was the first of a series of so-called “surreptitious accounts” of Cook’s various voyages to
appear in print: the Admiralty found it practically impossible to enforce their ruling that no unofficial publications should pre-empt the official and lengthier accounts of the voyages, naturally
slower in the press. Published anonymously some two months after the return of Endeavour and
nearly two years before Hawkesworth’s official account, the great Cook scholar Beaglehole has
demonstrated that the likeliest author was American sailor James Magra, a New Yorker and a
loyalist.
Cook thought Magra ‘one of those gentlemen, frequently found on board Kings Ships, that can
very well be spared, or to speake more planer good for nothing…’., but if he was indeed the
author it was he that got the first description of the voyage into print - and incidentally the earliest printed account of the east coast of Australia, published even before acceptance of the name
Botany Bay, here called Sting-ray Bay as Cook originally christened it. Subsequently changing his
name to Matra to ease his inheritance of a Corsican estate, he became an enthusiastic promoter of
the mooted convict colony at Botany Bay, producing various schemes for government and testifying to the House of Commons committee enquiring into the resumption of transportation in May
1785, as one of the few Europeans then alive who had actually visited New South Wales.
Bagnall, 3324; Beaglehole, I, pp. cclvi-cclxiv; Beddie, 693; Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, pp. 53-4; Hill (2nd edn), 1066 (the second issue); Hocken, p.
9; Holmes, 3; O’Reilly-Reitman, 362.

$48,500 [3010828 at hordern.com]					
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FIRST EDITION IN FRENCH, PUBLISHED AS SUPPLEMENT TO BOUGAINVILLE
147. [COOK: FIRST VOYAGE] [MAGRA, James]
… Journal d’un voyage autour du monde…
Octavo, a good copy in contemporary French sprinkled calf, spine gilt in compartments between raised bands. Paris, Saillant &
Nyon, 1772.

A good copy of the first French account of Cook’s Endeavour voyage, and the first French
book on the east coast of Australia. Fréville translates the text now considered to be by Magra,
which - published in English in 1771 - was the unauthorised and earliest account of the progress of the Endeavour voyage. This is one of two probably simultaneous issues, this one having the “Supplément” title-page; in this form the publishers intended the book to complement
the octavo edition of Bougainville’s voyage. The work also includes two interesting additions
that did not appear in the original London edition. The ‘Lettre de M. de Commerson’ is by the
famed naturalist from Bougainville’s circumnavigation, who remained behind at Mauritius
to continue his research. Continuing the parade of famous explorers included in this short
work, the letter itself is said to have been conveyed to France by none other than Kerguelen,
promoter of the “Terre Australe”.
The second supplement is equally important: the ‘Lettre de M. le B. de G.’ is a learned treatise
on the possibility of a northwest passage, written at Königsberg (modern Kaliningrad), and
quoting from experts on the region such as Gmelin, Muller, and Engel. Although the identity
of this scholar remains hazy, it is surprising that such an interesting - and relatively early report on the northwest passage has been largely ignored.
Beddie, 697; Kroepelien, 219; O’Reilly-Reitman, 365.

$4750 [5000333 at hordern.com]				
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FIRST FRENCH EDITION OF THE ARTIST’S ACCOUNT OF THE ENDEAVOUR VOYAGE
148. [COOK: FIRST VOYAGE] PARKINSON, Sidney.
Voyage autour du monde, sur le vaisseau de Sa Majesté Britannique l’Endeavour…
Two volumes, octavo, with six folding engraved plates after Parkinson; contemporary French half red roan and marbled boards.
Paris, de l’imprimerie de Guillaume, An cinquième - 1797.

First French edition, first issue: the artist’s account of Cook’s first voyage and the discovery of
eastern Australia. Translated by C. Henri from the 1784 English edition, it also contains material from later voyagers updating the account, including the experiences of the Forsters on the
second voyage. This is the octavo issue noted by Kroepelien as preceding the otherwise identical
quarto of the same year.
Parkinson had been employed in 1767 by Sir Joseph Banks, who thought so highly of his work
that he arranged for the young man to join him on Cook’s first voyage. When the expedition’s
draughtsman Alexander Buchan died at Tahiti, Parkinson was called on to take over all of the
topographical work, completing some 1300 sketches, quite apart from compiling vocabularies in
Tahiti and New Holland. At the end of the voyage, en route from Batavia to the Cape of Good
Hope, he died of a fever, and after the return of the Endeavour ownership of his manuscripts and
drawings was disputed: Banks considered that they were his, while Parkinson’s brother Stanfield claimed them under the provisions of his brother’s will. When Hawkesworth learned of the
impending publication of this work, he got an injunction to delay its appearance until some time
after his official account, and, despite having used Parkinson’s work extensively, retaliated by
deliberately omitting Parkinson’s name from the narrative: even the botanical illustrations in the
official account have no credit to the artist.
Some of the bibliographical history of this work is quite complex. An extended note by Rolf du
Rietz in the Kroepelien catalogue explains that this octavo issue, although textually identical
to a quarto issue published the same year by the same publisher, is actually the genuine first
issue (du Rietz demonstrates from an error in the signatures that the quarto was re-imposed).
Du Rietz knew the octavo only from the copy in the University of Oslo, although no complete
census of the two issues has been attempted. A note in O’Reilly-Reitman suggests - as if we
needed more complexity - that the number of plates is uncertain, as they examined copies with
any number between five and eight; nonetheless, six plates is the standard collation.
Beddie, 715; Kroepelien, 946 (listing the quarto edition); O’Reilly-Reitman, 373; Sabin, 58789; Spence, p. 12.

$5400 [5000355 at hordern.com]				
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THE FIRST ACCOUNT AND VIEW OF THE ANTARCTIC, BY A FIRST FLEETER
149. [COOK: SECOND VOYAGE] [MARRA, John]
Journal of the Resolution’s Voyage…
Octavo, folding frontispiece map and five plates, leaf D2 a cancel as usual; in later polished light tan calf. London, F. Newbery, 1775.

First edition: the first full account of Cook’s second voyage to have been published, and the earliest
account of any Antarctic exploration. This surreptitious narrative of the voyage preceded the official
account by some eighteen months. Although published anonymously, it is known to have been the
work of John Marra, a Cook regular (and an Australian First Fleeter). As early as September 1775
Cook was aware of the authorship: he had asked the gunner Anderson whether he had written the
journal, and Anderson had convinced Marra to come forward. Surprisingly, we know that Johann
Forster, the controversial naturalist of the second voyage, assisted in getting the book ready for the
press (see Kroepelien, 809).
The second voyage marked the first crossing of the Antarctic Circle, and John Marra’s book thus
contains the earliest first-hand account of the Antarctic regions, while the engravings include the
earliest Antarctic landscape. Thirty-eight pages of text deal with the Antarctic visit, and the main
map shows the passage of Cook’s two ships to the high southern latitudes. Marra (sometimes Mara),
an Irish sailor who had first sailed with Cook on the last leg of the Endeavour voyage, joined the
Resolution in Batavia. A recidivist would-be deserter under Cook, Marra would reappear in history as
a First Fleeter, failing again in an attempt to desert when he went bush for three days in Port Jackson
in 1789. He twice attempted to jump ship during the second voyage, the second time swimming
desperately for shore as the Resolution left Tahiti. This latter unsuccessful attempt was only lightly
punished by Cook, who mused in his journal that any man without ‘friends or connections to confine
him to any part of the world’ could not ‘spend his days better than at one of those isles where he can
injoy all the necessaries and some of the luxuries of life in ease and Plenty.’ (Beaglehole, Journals, II, p.
404). He did however go on to be a gunner’s mate on HMS Sirius, flagship of the First Fleet.
Beaglehole, II, pp. cliii-clv; Beddie, 1270; Hill, 1087; Holmes, 16; Kroepelien, 809; O’Reilly-Reitman, 379; Rosove, 214.A1.a; Spence, 758.

Provenance: Private collection (Sydney).
$11,000 [4503923 at hordern.com]					
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COOK’S SECOND VOYAGE: “TOWARDS THE SOUTH POLE”
150. [COOK: SECOND VOYAGE] COOK, James.
A Voyage towards the South Pole…
Two volumes, quarto, with frontispiece portrait and 63 engraved charts, portraits and plates; in a handsome contemporary
binding of russia leather, ornately decorated in blind and gilt. London, Strahan and Cadell, 1777.

Cook’s great second voyage: the official account, prepared for publication by the navigator
himself. The superb engravings, here in fine black impressions, are mostly the work of Hodges
whose recording of the voyage resulted also in a superb series of oil-paintings. This is a good
example of the second of four London editions of the full work (there were many abridgments
and translations). Disappointed with Hawkesworth’s rendering of his first voyage in An
Account of the Voyages… (1773), Cook was determined that the second would not be similarly
treated: although he had the editorial help of Dr John Douglas this ‘is certainly Cook’s book.
There were to be no more Hawkesworths. “The Journal of my late voyage”, writes Cook to
his friend Commodore Wilson at Great Ayton, “will be published in the course of next winter,
and I am to have the sole advantage of sale. It will want those flourishes which Dr Hawkesworth gave the other, but it will be illustrated and ornamented with about sixty copper plates,
which I am of opinion, will exceed every thing that has been done in a work of this kind… As
to the Journal, it must speak for itself. I can only say that it is my own narrative, and as it was
written during the voyage” …’ (Beaglehole). The two resulting quarto volumes, with their
dramatic illustrations after the expedition’s official artist, William Hodges, ‘would have given
pleasure to any author’, but they were never seen by Cook, who had embarked on his fatal last
voyage by the time they appeared.
This was historically the most important of Cook’s three voyages. For the first time the
Antarctic circle was crossed when, at the beginning of the voyage, Cook cruised as far south
as possible, round the edge of the Antarctic ice. His belief in the existence of a land-mass in the
southern ice ring was eventually proved by the nineteenth-century explorers. In the Pacific, he
visited New Zealand again, and either discovered or revisited many of the islands, including
New Caledonia, Palmerston and Norfolk Islands, Easter Island, the Marquesas, New Hebrides, Tonga, the South Sandwich Islands and South Georgia.
Bagnall, 1398; Beaglehole, II, pp. cxliii-cxlvii; Beddie, 1217; Hill, 358; Holmes, 24; O’Reilly-Reitman, 390; Printing and the Mind of Man, 2; Rosove,
77.A2.

$14,850 [4205911 at hordern.com]				
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CAPTAIN COOK’S MEASURES AGAINST SCURVY
151. [COOK: SECOND VOYAGE] [SCURVY] PRINGLE, Sir John, editor.
A Discourse upon… the Means for Preserving the Health of Mariners…
Small quarto, [iv], 44 pp. with the half-title, woodcut title device and headpiece, leaf C4 a cancel as usual; modern green quarter morocco. London, Royal Society, 1776.

Published after the second voyage, this is one of the most significant and one of the rarest
of all the printed works relating to Cook’s voyages: the first appearance in print of Cook’s
epoch-making account of the successful measures taken against scurvy on the first two voyages. There were several later versions and translations, but this original edition has long
been acknowledged as a major rarity. The paper on scurvy was read to the Royal Society by
its president, Sir John Pringle – in the absence of Cook himself, then just beginning his final
voyage – as the year’s Copley medal award, and immediately published in this form.
Pringle’s long presentation address, quoting directly from Cook and other sources, is followed
by Cook’s paper and an extract from a letter by Cook to Pringle written from Plymouth Sound
in July 1776. The paper subsequently appeared in the official account of the second voyage
and in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society. In 1783 a series of six of Pringle’s
discourses at the annual presentations of the Copley medal was published in one volume.
The winning of the battle against scurvy was one of the most important achievements in the
general field of exploration. It made possible the major voyages that followed. As Robert
Hughes so aptly put it in The Fatal Shore: ‘malt juice and pickled cabbage put Europeans in
Australia as microchip circuitry would put Americans on the moon…’.
Beddie, 1290; Holmes, 20; Kroepelien, 1065; Norman sale, 378; Streeter (Sr.) sale, 2410.

$44,500 [3003060 at hordern.com]				
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PIONEER WORK ON THE BOTANY OF AUSTRALIA AND THE SOUTH PACIFIC
152. [COOK: SECOND VOYAGE] FORSTER, Johann Reinhold and Georg.
Characteres Generum Plantarum…
Quarto, with 78 engraved plates (numbered 1-75 and including 38a & b & 51a); contemporary mottled calf, spine decorated and
lettered in gilt in compartments between raised bands, marbled endpapers and red edges, a fine copy. London, B. White, T. Cadell &
P. Elmsly, 1776.

First edition: one of two contemporary issues, probably the first, with the longer dedication to
George III. This was the first scientific work – in fact one of the earliest publications of any kind –
published as a result of Cook’s second voyage. The Forsters, father and son, travelled as scientists
on the second voyage, and took on Anders Sparrman as their assistant at the Cape of Good Hope
in 1772. The book is a Linnean classification of botanical discoveries made during the voyage;
the descriptions are by Sparrman and the engravings are after drawings by the younger Forster.
As one of the earliest sources for our knowledge of the plants of Australasia and Polynesia, it
represents the foundation work for New Zealand, Australian Antarctic and Polynesian botany.
As well as being one of a surprisingly small number of monuments to the major scientific
achievements of Cook’s voyages, the Characteres was one of the earliest publications resulting
from the second voyage; the previous year Marra’s surreptitious narrative had been published,
while in 1776 only this and the anonymous Second Voyage round the World appeared. In 1777 both
the Forsters’ narrative and the official account by Cook were published, along with Wales’ and
Bayly’s Astronomical Observations, followed a year later by the Forsters’ Observations. The rush
to get it into print should probably be seen in the light of the quarrel with the Admiralty over
the Forsters’ claims to publishing rights for the official account of the voyage. This pre-emptive
scientific publication may well have been intended to show the strength of the Forster camp.
Cook’s second voyage generated an enormous collection of new genera and species: “This work
is botanically important as containing a large number of new generic and specific names relating
to plants of Australia and Polynesia. It appears that in the preparation of this undertaking the
Forsters were able to use the fine natural history library belonging to Sir Joseph Banks, and to
seek the advice of his librarian Daniel Solander. Furthermore, they had free access to Banks and
Solander’s collections made on Cook’s first voyage (1768-71) to the Pacific, and to Solander’s
manuscripts’ (Henrey II, p. 167).
Beddie, 1385; Hill, 627; Holmes, 17; Hunt 649; Nissen, BBI, 644; Pritzel, 2981; Rosove, 139.A1 (“very scarce”).

$14,000 [5000281 at hordern.com]					
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THE BEST CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH EDITION
153. [COOK: SECOND VOYAGE] SPARRMAN, Anders.
A Voyage to the Cape of Good Hope, towards the Antarctic…
Two volumes, quarto, with ten engraved plates and a folding map; an excellent copy in contemporary marbed calf, flat spines
(renewed) banded in gilt, double labels. London, G.G.J. Robinson, 1786.

Lengthy account of his travels, including his time on Cook’s second voyage, by the assistant
naturalist who joined the expedition at the Cape. This is the second and most complete edition
of the text, with corrections and revisions: ‘a new and revised edition… apparently the best of
the editions of the English version’ (Rolf du Rietz in the Kroepelien catalogue).
Much of his book is a narrative of travels in Africa with emphasis on its flora and fauna, but
he also includes an interesting account of the Cook voyage in the first volume - as Hocken
notes: ‘Hairsbreadth escape from collision of the two ships, not mentioned elsewhere. Shocking details as to the food on board. Described the plants which Georg Forster drew… Both
interesting and amusing…’. The voyage revisited various Tasman and Quiros discoveries, and
Sparrman also mentions their sighting of Norfolk Island, ‘the first discovery the English made
beyond the tropics. We landed upon it, and found it uninhabited…’.
Sparrman published another Swedish account of the voyage in 1802, with a second volume
in 1818; these Swedish editions are notably rare today. This English version, widely read and
translated, remains the only eighteenth-century text by this member of the second voyage, and
the only English language version until the Golden Cockerel Press translation of the various
works.
Beddie, 1277; Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, p. 62; Hill, 1616 (first edition only); Hocken, p. 25; Holmes, 54 (first edition only); James Ford Bell,
S553; Kroepelien, 1222; Mendelssohn, II:414; O’Reilly-Reitman, 405.

$6400 [5000381 at hordern.com]				
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FIRST FULL ACCOUNT IN ENGLISH OF COOK’S THIRD VOYAGE
154. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] RICKMAN, John.
Journal of Captain Cook’s Last Voyage to the Pacific Ocean…
Octavo, with a folding map and five engraved plates (one folding); the leaf D4 cancelled as usual and replaced with four unsigned leaves; contemporary polished calf with spine label “Newberry’s Collection Voyages” and the volume number ‘6’ (the
book was sometimes included in sets by the publisher, without acknowledgement on the title-page, and such numbering is not
unusual). London, F. Newbery, 1781.

The first full account in English of Cook’s third voyage: this is one of the most significant of
the surreptitious accounts of Cook’s voyages – the unauthorised accounts published anonymously to avoid repercussions from the Admiralty, who had embargoed the publication of
private narratives before the appearance of the official narratives. In this example, Rickman
scooped the official version by a full three years. This is therefore the first full authentic description of Hawaii to appear in English, and the engraved frontispiece “Representation of the
Murder of Capt. Cooke at O-Why-ee” is in fact the first representation of Hawaii in a printed
book. Though published anonymously, this scarce and important account of the voyage was
conclusively shown by Judge Howay (Zimmermann’s Captain Cook, Toronto, 1930) to have been
the work of John Rickman, a lieutenant on the voyage. His description of the voyage, as well
as predating the official account, differs from it in many respects - particularly regarding the
death of Cook, for which this is a prime source.
David Forbes identifies four variant states of the book (“A” to “D”), without assigning priority. This is an example of his state “B” with various identifying misprints and pagination
errors. Many editions and versions of the book followed in later years, attesting to its popularity and importance.
Beddie, 1607; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 33 (B); Hawaii One Hundred, 1; Hill, 1453; Hocken, p. 20 (wrongly attributing to Ledyard);
Holmes, 38; Judd, 150; Kroepelien, 1076; Lada-Mocarski, 32; O’Reilly-Reitman, 415.

$9000 [4503917 at hordern.com]				
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FIRST FRENCH EDITION OF RICKMAN’S ACCOUNT OF THE DISCOVERY OF HAWAII AND COOK’S DEATH
155. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] RICKMAN, John.
Troisieme Voyage de Cook…
Octavo, engraved folding frontispiece and map; old quarter calf. Paris, Pissot and Laporte, 1782.

First French edition of Rickman’s surreptitious account of Cook’s third voyage, published the
year after the English original. The frontispiece is a re-engraved image of Cook’s death, entitled “Mort du capitaine Cook à Owhy-hée, Fevrier 1779”, one of the earliest representations of
Hawaii. In the same year Zimmermann’s narrative was also published, in French and German.
It is not certain whether Rickman or Zimmermann was the first to appear in print, and thus to
be responsible for the first description of the third voyage, the European discovery of Hawaii,
and Cook’s death to appear in print.
Rickman’s account is one of the most significant of the surreptitious accounts of Cook’s voyages - the unauthorised accounts published anonymously to avoid repercussions from the
Admiralty, who had embargoed the publication of private narratives before the appearance of
the official version, from which Rickman’s narrative differs in many respects, including noticeably the account of Cook’s death. Rickman scooped the official version by a full three years,
and this translation, by J.N. Demounier, reached the public a long time before any version of
the official narrative was published.
Forbes identifies two states of this edition: this is an example of the second state with an added
line at the end identifying the printer.
Beddie, 1611; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 45; Kroepelien, 1080; O’Reilly-Reitman, 419.

Provenance: Auguste Boullongne (bookplate).
$4850 [5000477 at hordern.com]				
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INCLUDING AN EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNT OF COOK’S DEATH
156. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] ZIMMERMANN, Heinrich.
Dernier Voyage du Capitaine Cook…
Octavo; a very good, clean copy in contemporary French half calf. Berne, chez la nouvelle Société Typographique, 1782.

The first and best French edition of this important personal account of Cook’s third voyage,
and extremely scarce: a most attractive copy. This edition contains, in addition to Zimmermann’s narrative account, a life of Captain Cook adapted from material that had appeared
in the Göttingisches Magazin, the work of either (or both) Georg Forster or Georg Lichtenberg.
In any early edition, Zimmermann’s first-hand narrative account of Cook’s third voyage is
one of the scarcest of all the Cook voyage accounts (there is for example no copy of any of the
eighteenth-century editions in the Hill catalogue). First appearing in German in 1781, it was
the first description of the third voyage to appear on the continent, and as one of two accounts
first published a full three years before the official account it may well have been in fact the
earliest full description of the voyage to be published. It includes an eye-witness account of
Cook’s death, and is also “valuable for his lower-deck impressions of the character of Cook…”
(Beaglehole).
Second German and French editions followed in 1783. “Both French editions are of great rarity
and are of interest not only on that account but because of the additional matter which they
contain…” (Holmes). Then followed Dutch editions in 1784 and 1791, and a Russian version
was published at St. Petersburg in 1786. These seem to have been all the appearances of the
narrative until 1926, when the first version in English was published. As Rodney Davidson
wrote of the early printings, “all these editions are exceedingly rare… It is hard to predict the
realisation price for a copy if one were to come into the open market, as competition between
collectors would be very keen…”. Beddie records only the Mitchell and National Library
copies in Australia.
Beddie, 1629; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 47; Hawaii One Hundred, 2(n); Holmes, 44; Kroepelien, 1363; O’Reilly-Reitman, 423. Not in
Lada-Mocarski; not in the catalogue of the Hill collection.

$21,000 [4401814 at hordern.com]				
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FRENCH EDITION OF THE RARE GERMAN ACCOUNT OF COOK’S THIRD VOYAGE
157. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] ZIMMERMANN, Heinrich.
Dernier Voyage du Capitaine Cook.
Octavo, a fine uncut copy in old (?original) coloured wrappers, spine overlaid with similar paper; in a Sangorski-style quarter
morocco bookform case. Berne, chez la Nouvelle Société Typographique, 1783.

The second French edition, and extremely scarce: a most attractive copy. Beddie records only
the Mitchell and National Library copies in Australia. “Both French editions are of great rarity
and are of interest not only on that account but because of the additional matter which they
contain…” (Holmes).
In any early edition, this is one of the scarcest of all the Cook voyage accounts (there is for
example no copy of any of the eighteenth-century editions in the Hill catalogue).
“Zimmermann, a native of Speyer, was coxswain in the Discovery. From the start of the
voyage he determined to keep a shorthand journal of the voyage and to retain it, despite
the instructions… demanding the surrender of all logs and journals… His account is by no
means free from errors, but it has an ingenuousness and charm which differentiate it from the
other accounts. His appreciation of Cook’s character deserves to rank with that of Samwell”
(Holmes).
Bagnall, 6227; Beaglehole, III, p. ccvi; Beddie, 1628; Davidson, ‘A Book Collector’s Notes’, p. 66; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 59; Hocken,
p. 20; Holmes, 40; Kroepelien, 1362; Lada-Mocarski, 33; O’Reilly-Reitman, 422. Not in Judd; not in the catalogue of the Hill collection.

$17,500 [5000345 at hordern.com]				
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IMPORTANT ALTERNATIVE ACCOUNT, WITH A CHAPTER ON TASMANIA AND EARLY PACIFIC VIEWS
158. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] ELLIS, William.
An Authentic Narrative of a Voyage performed by Captain Cook…
Two volumes, octavo, with a folding chart and 21 engraved plates; a fine copy in contemporary calf gilt. London, G. Robinson, J.
Sewell; and J. Debrett, 1782.

First edition: an attractive set of this rare account – the second such account to appear in
English – of Cook’s third voyage: ‘an important supplement to the official account, which it
preceded by two years’ (Forbes). Ellis, surgeon’s mate and talented amateur artist, sailed first
on the Discovery and later on the Resolution. During the voyage he was thought of (by Captain
Clerke) as a ‘very worthy young man’. However on his return he was in financial trouble and,
despite the Admiralty’s prohibition of the publication of unauthorised accounts of the voyage,
sold his narrative to a London publisher for fifty guineas. The book was published over his
name, and was thus the first account of the expedition to acknowledge its authorship, earning
the condemnation of Sir Joseph Banks, who wrote to him in January 1782 that ‘I fear it will
not in future be in my power to do what it might have been, had you asked and followed my
advice’.
Ellis’ narrative contains much valuable information on Alaska, the Northwest Coast, and
Hawaii, and the attractive engraved plates, after the author’s drawings, include eight of
Hawaii, two of Alaska, and three of the Northwest Coast. The plates show Ellis to have been
a talented amateur artist, and represent a significant contribution to the graphic record of
the voyage. They ‘are among the earliest published on the Hawaiian Islands, Alaska, and the
Northwest’ (Hill). Choris’ famous views did not appear until almost forty years later. Ellis’
views of Hawaii provide the first general depictions of the islands, as Rickman’s book, published in the previous year, showed only the death of Cook while Zimmermann’s account was
not illustrated. There is a chapter devoted to their visit to Van Diemen’s Land in January 1777,
in the course of which Ellis painted a famous watercolour view of Adventure Bay, now in the
National Library of Australia.
Beaglehole, III, p. ccvii; Beddie, 1599; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 41; Hawaii One Hundred, 3; Hill, 555; Hocken, pp. 20-21; Holmes, 42;
Judd, 59; Kroepelien, 399; Lada-Mocarski, 35.

$11,000 [4003697 at hordern.com]				
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THE SUPERB OFFICIAL NARRATIVE OF COOK’S THIRD VOYAGE

HORDERN HOUSE hordern.com

Books from a private collection: 5. Captain Cook

159. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] COOK, James and James KING.
A Voyage to the Pacific Ocean…
Three volumes, quarto, and an atlas, folio, with altogether 87 engraved plates and maps, of which 63 appear in the atlas; contemporary diced russia leather, flat spines gilt in compartments with a complex design, black leather lettering pieces and round
crimson numbering-pieces within dark green labels; the atlas volume in a neat modern binding of half calf and marbled boards.
London, Printed by W. and A. Strahan, for G. Nicol… and T. Cadell, 1784.

First edition of the official account of Cook’s last voyage. This is a good set of this tremendous
publication, the detailed narrative of the voyage extensively illustrated with beautiful engravings after John Webber, and so popular at the time that copies were sometimes literally read
to pieces. “A magnificent summation of all the public and private journals, logs, drawings and
other observations made during the voyage, and… as important a record of the exploration of
the North Pacific as Cook’s first two voyages had been for the South Pacific. It is in fact one of
the most important English books published in the last quarter of the eighteenth century…”
(Forbes).
The Resolution and Discovery made an enormous sweep throughout the Pacific, calling at
Tasmania, New Zealand, the Cook Islands, Tonga and Tahiti before heading north and
making famous landfall at the Hawaiian islands, which Cook named the Sandwich Islands
in honour of his patron. After exploring the Northwest coast of America and returning to
Hawaii, Cook was killed in the notorious skirmish ashore. Command passed to Clerke, and,
after his death, to John Gore. The shocking news of the explorer’s death reached England
through overland reports from the Russian Pacific coast some months before the ships themselves returned. It marked the end of an age, and the beginning of another that would feature
a number of the men who had been aboard the Cook voyage: among them Bligh, Vancouver,
and Colnett.
Unlike the official narratives of the first two Cook voyages, this was planned as a grander
publication with the three text volumes containing some of the lesser illustrations but the 63
more important illustrations and maps appearing on a large scale in the separate folio-sized
atlas volume.
The result does justice to John Webber’s superb visualisations of the Pacific. Webber was
the official artist on the voyage: his romantic views remain the most evocative of all early

HORDERN HOUSE hordern.com

portrayals of the islands, and helped to foster the notion of island paradise that so affected an
European public eagerly reading the voyages of discovery being published in the eighteenth
century.
The full story of the voyage, including the narrative of Cook’s murder at Kealakekua Bay, was
so eagerly awaited by the public that the entire first edition was sold out within three days,
at the then huge price of four pounds fourteen shillings and sixpence, and copies were soon
changing hands at up to ten guineas.
Beddie, 1552; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 85; Hawaii One Hundred, 5; Hill, 361; O’Reilly-Reitman, 434.

Provenance: Robert Baker (early signature in volume 1), possibly the Baker whose books were
sold by Sotheby in 1855 and whose copy of the Cook second voyage atlas is in the Dixson
Library, State Library of New South Wales; H. Mackenzie-Begg, with his small bookplate in
each volume.
$18,500 [4401862 at hordern.com]				

see description and illustrations at
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FIRST FRENCH QUARTO EDITION, AUX ARMES
160. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] COOK, James and James KING.
Troisième voyage de Cook, ou Voyage à l’Océan Pacifique…
Five quarto volumes, including the final atlas volume containing a total of 88 engraved maps and plates; uniform contemporary
full calf armorial bindings. Paris, Hôtel de Thou, 1785.

A superb set of the desirable first French edition of the official account of Cook’s third voyage,
in outstanding contemporary French bindings bearing the arms of the Ruolz Montchal family.
The French edition of the voyage is illustrated in the manner of the English publication. This
set includes a version of the famous “Death of Cook” plate based on the original drawing by
John Webber (not all copies of the French quarto edition include this plate). Furthermore, the
fourth and final volume of the text is complete with all seven appendices, including the folding vocabulary table.
Beddie, 1556; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 90; O’Reilly-Reitman, 436.

Provenance: Ruolz Montchal family (large gilt coat-of arms on all covers).
$12,500 [4401834 at hordern.com]				
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INCLUDING A VERY EARLY ACCOUNT OF HAWAII AND COOK’S DEATH
161. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] MARTYN, William Frederick.
The Geographical Magazine…
Two volumes, quarto; title-pages printed in red and black; with altogether 80 engraved maps and plates, some folding; contemporary calf, spines ornately panelled in gilt between raised bands with double labels, a handsome set. London, Harrison & Co.,
1782-83.

Surprisingly scarce: this compendium of geographical knowledge is of particular interest for
its coverage of Cook’s third voyage and the considerable early information on Hawaii.
Martyn’s Geographical Magazine was issued from 1782 onwards in parts, and then collected
together as here. There seems to be some confusion over dating: the title-page of volume 1 in
our set is dated 1782, while the second is dated 1783; in another copy that we handled recently
the first volume was dated 1785 and the second undated; the British Library catalogue dates
both volumes 1782. In any event, much of the material assembled here was printed between
1782 and 1784 as the various plate imprints show. Harrison’s New Map of the World, for example, is dated 1 January 1782.
Harrison’s map shows the track of Cook’s third voyage, and Cook’s progress and findings are
related systematically through the regional sections and individual entries for each country.
Four plates are based on images from the official account of Cook’s Voyage that appeared in
1784. The second volume includes a chart of Cook’s course from East Asia to the west coast
of North America, while the Appendix includes a substantial article on the Sandwich Islands,
with a map of the “Sandwich Islands, including Owhyhee where Capt Cook was killed”.
Entries on New Holland, New Zealand and New Guinea are relatively brief though interesting for what they contain. Indeed, the reports are consistent with the times and indicative of
colonial attitudes - descriptions of the Aborigines are not flattering, where those of the Māori
are both respectful and slightly horrified by a race not easily overpowered.
The book was known to Forbes only from the British Library set and a copy examined at
Hordern House in 1996.
Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 43.

$7250 [5000449 at hordern.com]				
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THIRD EDITION, FIRST TO CONTAIN THE UPDATED COOK MATERIAL
162. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] COXE, William.
Account of the Russian Discoveries between Asia and America…
Octavo, with four charts and a plate, all folding; a good copy in contemporary calf, rebacked. London, J. Nichols, 1787.

The scarce third edition, of special Cook interest as this was the first edition to contain the
important supplementary piece “A Comparative View of the Russian Discoveries with those
of Captains Cook and Clerke”, a 46-page section with separate title-page which did not appear
in either of the editions issued in 1780.
The book is a significant source on Russian exploration and expansion into the Northern
Pacific, and the attempt to open trade with Alaska and the Aleutian Islands. Coxe, on a journey through Russia, collected, compared and translated Russian journals, collected maps at St.
Petersburg, consulted with authorities (including both Muller and Pallas) and included several
journals ‘never before given to the public’, directing the ‘curious and inquisitive reader’ to
compare them to Cook’s then unpublished journals.
‘He also succeeded in securing additional material (for instance the narrative and maps of
Krenitzin and Levashev’s ‘secret’ expedition, the first official Russian government expedition
since Bering’s second expedition of 1741). He was able to secure this particular information,
not widely known at the time even in Russia, from Dr. William Robertson, who in turn
obtained it through his friend Dr. Rogerson, first physician to Empress Catherine II…’ (LadaMocarski).
Beddie, 1640; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 134; Hill, 391; Holmes, 107; Lada-Mocarski, 29n.

$2800 [5000366 at hordern.com]				
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THE FIRST SUBSTANTIAL HISTORY OF HAWAII
163. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] JARVES, James Jackson.
History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands…
Octavo, engraved frontispiece, pictorial title, folding map, and 22 woodcut illustrations; a very good copy in the original patterned cloth. Boston, Tappan and Dennet, 1843.

First edition: scarce. The first substantial and still one of the most important and influential
histories of Hawaii. This is also an important Cook item: Jarves describes at length Cook’s
visits to and death in Hawaii, while most of the charming illustrations are derived from images made by the third voyage artist Webber.
Jarves, founder and editor of The Polynesian, the first newspaper to be issued in the Islands and
later to become the official government journal, was considered the “ablest of the nineteenth
century historians of the islands” (H.W. Bradley, quoted by Day, Hawaii, p. 10). Cook’s visits
and death in Hawaii are described at pp. 106-36. Although Jarves was a vocal proponent of
the idea that the islands were reached by Spanish navigators two or more centuries before the
arrival of Cook in 1778, he wrote that this did “not greatly detract from the credit due to the
energy and ability displayed by their English successor… He was probably unaware of their
true position; and if to Columbus the discovery of America is attributed, equally to Cook is
that of the Hawaiian group. Both were simply re-discoveries…”.
Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 1410; Holmes, 119; Hunnewell, p. 45, Sabin, 35796.

Provenance: Newbegin’s, San Francisco (bookstore ticket at end); Carlsmith family library in
Hawai’i (sold by ourselves in 1985).
$1100 [5000289 at hordern.com]				
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ELUSIVE BIOGRAPHY OF THE GREAT COOK VOYAGE ARTIST, WITH PORTRAIT AND VIEW
164. [COOK: THIRD VOYAGE] [WEBBER] WAGNER, Sigmund.
Das Leben des Malers Johann Weber von Bern…
Square octavo, aquatint frontispiece, 13pp. with engraved oval portrait at head of first page; a fine copy in the original printed
brown wrappers, preserved in a folding bookform case. Zurich, n.p., 1821.

Only edition: with the famous engraved portrait of John Webber, the official artist of Cook’s
third voyage. This was the only contemporary portrait of Webber to have been published.
This biographical essay, the main source for what little is known of Webber’s life, is based
on letters and oral communications Wagner collected soon after Webber’s death in 1793,
including information from the artist’s brother Henry. A stand-alone and separately-paginated
publication, this was issued as one of a series of small printings put out by the Society of
Artists (Kunstler-Gesellschaft) in Zurich who produced an annual New Year’s publication
over some decades.
Wagner’s pamphlet not only features an attractive frontispiece based on Webber’s image of
the burial platform in Tahiti, one of the more famous images from his Voyages in the South
Seas (plate VIII), but is notable for the engraved portrait of Webber himself by K. Meyer. For
such a prolific artist there are curiously few known likenesses. He did paint a miniature selfportrait now held in Bern, and this painting was used as the basis for a larger work by Johann
Daniel Mottet in 1812. One or other of these very similar paintings was evidently the basis
for Meyer’s engraving. Significantly, the only other lifetime portrait of Webber appears to be
John Spiller’s marble plaque of the artist in profile (now in the Rex Nan Kivell collection in the
National Library of Australia).
Forbes knew the work only from the Sir Maurice Holmes copy in the UCLA library.
Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 533; not in Beddie.

$5400 [4302366 at hordern.com]
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COOK ADMIRED IN ENLIGHTENMENT FRANCE
164. [COOK: ELEGY] BLANC GILLI, Mathieu.
Éloge du Capitaine Cook…
Octavo, 118 pp. (last blank), period-style red crushed morocco, spine gilt with raised bands. Paris, chez Morin, 1787.

A very scarce, florid and rather entertaining elegy for Cook, published in Paris, which shows
the high regard in which Cook was held in Enlightenment France, as both navigator and scientist. Blanc-Gilli explicitly claims that Cook was as widely respected in France as in England,
‘a statement which is borne out by the fact that the centenary of his death was celebrated in
Paris but not in London’ (Holmes). The elegy is a glowing narrative of Cook’s life and voyages enriched with a 24-page appendix (including notes on other voyagers to the South Seas,
Cook’s importance to the history of astronomy, and references to contemporary philosophers
such as Rousseau).
Mathieu Blanc Gilli, a resident of Marseille, was a politically active pamphleteer who served
briefly in the Legislative Assembly before falling foul of rivals during the French Revolution
and retiring to an obscure provincial post. He published on a wide range of reforms, including
an abolitionist pamphlet critical of the plantation system in Santo Domingo.
Forbes could locate only the copies in the Mitchell Library and three American libraries
(including Sir Maurice Holmes’ copy at UCLA).
Beddie, 1959; Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 124; Kroepelien, 85; O’Reilly-Reitman, 454.

$8750 [4204898 at hordern.com]				
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FLOWERY FRENCH EULOGY
165. [COOK: ELEGY] LEMONTEY, Pierre-Edouard.
Eloge de Jacques Cook…
Octavo, bound in a volume with two other short pamphlets by Lemontey; a very nice copy in contemporary French quarter
calf, spine with gilt fleurons. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1792.

Author’s presentation copy of this rare elegy for Cook, in flowery French: ‘as one would
surmise from the information given on the title-page, this tribute is written in very high-flown
language’ (Holmes).
This is the first edition, later to be reprinted with other works by Lemontey in 1829. The Eloge
was read to the Marseille Academy in 1789 and awarded their prize for eloquence. It is a rare
Cook piece, but of special interest too for the prognostications it makes about Australia in the
knowledge that settlement by the First Fleet has already taken place: ‘The position of New
Holland will one day make it the world’s meeting-place. An English colony will soon attract
others to its fertile coasts; China will want to settle her surplus population (the reason for
her present weakness) there, lonely Japan will come to mix with the great human family, the
European and the Malay, the American and the Asiatic, will meet each other there without
surprise…’. This is the first appreciation of Cook to acknowledge the European settlement of
Australia as a result of his discoveries.
There are plenty of references to other Cook discoveries, including numerous mentions of
Hawaii.
Beddie, 1972 (Mitchell Library’s copy); Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 221; Holmes, 76.

Provenance: Presentation inscription from the author partially clipped in binding: “Offert par
l’aute[ur] a son ami Men[--]”.
$5400 [5000495 at hordern.com]				
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THE FIRST FRENCH EDITION OF KIPPIS’ LIFE OF COOK
166. [COOK: LIFE] KIPPIS, Andrew.
Vie du Capitaine Cook, traduite de l’anglois…
Two volumes, octavo; a fine copy in contemporary French sprinkled calf, flat spines gilt in compartments, double labels. Paris,
Hôtel de Thou, 1789.

A most attractive copy of this French version of Kippis’ Life, published the year after the
London original, with a significant introduction by the translator Jean Castera taking the form
of a “Lettre du traducteur… à Monsieur Garat”.
Kippis’ book was the first biography of Cook. Using Admiralty sources as well as documents
belonging to Joseph Banks, Kippis attempted a rounded account of Cook’s public life: his early
career on the St. Lawrence River, his surveying, and particularly his three Pacific voyages, are
discussed at length. The long account of Cook’s death was sourced directly from Samwell,
whose account (exceptionally rare) had appeared in print two years earlier, with Kippis’
help: “I procured its publication, that, if any objections should be made to it, I might be able
to notice them in my own work. As the narrative hath continued for more than two years
unimpeached and uncontradicted, I esteem myself fully authorised to insert it in this place,
as containing the most complete and authentic account of the melancholy catastrophe, which,
at Owhyee, befell our illustrious navigator and Commander…”. As Holmes notes, this text is
“the frankest and most reliable of all contemporary accounts”. The appendix here contains a
prose translation of Helen Maria Williams’s ode to Tahiti, “The Morai”.
Beddie, 38; Kroepelien, 652.

$2800 [5000402 at hordern.com]				
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LORD SYDNEY’S COPY
167. [COOK: LIFE] KIPPIS, Andrew.
Vie du Capitaine Cook…
Two volumes, octavo; bound with the half-titles in contemporary French mottled calf, spines gilt in compartments; quarter calf
bookform box. Paris, Hôtel de Thou, 1789.

An important association copy: Thomas Townshend, Lord
Sydney’s copy of the Kippis biography of Captain Cook. This
handsome French octavo edition bears his ornate bookplate
as Viscount Sydney (which he became in 1789), with his title
engraved beneath the armorial crest depicting a stag facing a
lion rampant.
Lord Sydney drew directly upon the experiences of Cook and
his men in formulating the plan to establish the penal colony
at Botany Bay. Books of this nature from his library highlight
the connection between the exploration of the east coast of
Australia and its subsequent settlement in the late eighteenth
century. Aside from its desirable provenance, this is a handsome set in a contemporary French mottled calf binding. It was
among the books from the David Parsons collection of Pacific
voyages sold by Hordern House in 2006.
Beddie, 38; Kroepelien, 652.

Provenance: Thomas Townshend, Viscount Sydney, with armorial bookplates; R. David
Parsons, Atlanta; Andrew Tink AM (author of “Lord Sydney: The Life and Times of Tommy
Townshend”, 2011).
$7850 [4111714 at hordern.com]				
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THE COMPLETE FIRST EDITION OF THIS COLLECTION OF FORSTER’S WRITINGS INCLUDING HIS LIFE OF COOK
168. [COOK: LIFE] FORSTER, Georg.
Kleine Schriften…
Six volumes, small octavo, two large folding engraved maps of North America, a folding plate of the breadfruit and 19 other plates; in contemporary (probably German) half calf and marbled boards, flat spines gilt in compartments, light brown leather labels and green diagonal
numbering-pieces; a very attractive set. Leipzig (vol. 1) and Berlin, 1789-1797.

A charming set in completely original condition of the first collected edition of the works of Georg
Forster. The first volume was revised and edited by Forster himself, who died before the remaining
volumes were published, and was the only volume to be published in Leipzig (it was reprinted later
in Berlin); the subsequent volumes were published in Berlin between 1794 and 1797. Some sets are
therefore found with the second (Berlin) rather than the first (Leipzig) edition of the initial volume. As
the title implies, this set prints an important selection of Forster’s shorter pieces. A great number of
the essays printed here relate to Pacific voyaging, reflecting Forster’s enduring interest in the region.
Fittingly, the first essay is his important and long-overlooked memoir of Captain Cook, ‘Cook, der
Entdecker’, first published as the introduction to the German edition of Cook’s third voyage, and only
recently translated into English for the first time.
Any number of the essays are of tremendous interest, not least Forster’s 1787 article on the British
Colony in New Holland, an essay on Tahiti and another on the breadfruit (with folding plate), the Latin
preface to his Dissertatio de Plantis Esculentis insularum oceani australis of 1786, and his article on the red
Bee-eater of Hawaii, first printed in the Göttingisches Magazin in 1781, and recognised as the first major
natural history article relating to the Sandwich Islands (see Forbes 13). There are also two major essays
on the Northwest coast of America, both accompanied by excellent large folding maps the first with
notes on the fur-trade and the map by Carl Gäck the Berlin cartographer (1791), and the second, accompanied by another large folding map by Gäck, but on this occasion based on an Arrowsmith chart
of 1789. The two large folding charts were published for Forster’s own German translation of Cook’s
third voyage, but were included in some copies of his Kleine Schriften, as here.
Otherwise, the essays show Forster’s wide-ranging interests, including pieces on English literature, the
Comte de Volney, and his memoirs of the tumultuous year 1790, with many plates including a portrait
bust of Benjamin Franklin.
Forbes, ‘Hawaiian National Bibliography’, 165; Kroepelien, 447 (with long list of contents); not in Beddie (despite considerable Cook component); O’Reilly-Reitman, 399, 461, 513, 2466; Wickersham, 3546a.

$15,500 [4505245 at hordern.com]					
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